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Analysis of Hi-C data using SIP effectively identifies loops in organisms from C. elegans to mammals
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Chromatin loops are a major component of 3D nuclear organization, visually apparent as intense point-to-point interactions in Hi-C maps. Identification of these loops is a critical part of most Hi-C analyses. However, current methods often miss visually evident CTCF loops in Hi-C data sets from mammals, and they completely fail to identify high intensity loops in other organisms. We present SIP, Significant Interaction Peak caller, and SIPMeta, which are platform independent programs to identify and characterize these loops in a time- and memory-efficient manner. We show that SIP is resistant to noise and sequencing depth, and can be used to detect loops that were previously missed in human cells as well as loops in other organisms. SIPMeta corrects for a common visualization artifact by accounting for Manhattan distance to create average plots of Hi-C and HiChIP data. We then demonstrate that the use of SIP and SIPMeta can lead to biological insights by characterizing the contribution of several transcription factors to CTCF loop stability in human cells. We also annotate loops associated with the SMC component of the dosage compensation complex (DCC) in Caenorhabditis elegans and demonstrate that loop anchors represent bidirectional blocks for symmetrical loop extrusion. This is in contrast to the asymmetrical extrusion until unidirectional blockage by CTCF that is presumed to occur in mammals. Using HiChIP and multway ligation events, we then show that DCC loops form a network of strong interactions that may contribute to X Chromosome-wide condensation in C. elegans hermaphrodites.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

High resolution Hi-C in human cells is able to find thousands of strong punctate signals that indicate the presence of loops formed by CTCF sites arranged in a convergent orientation (Rao et al. 2014). Based on this orientation preference, it has been proposed that CTCF loops are formed by a loop extrusion process mediated by cohesin (for review, see Rowley and Corces 2018). Indeed, depletion of cohesin in mammalian cells results in loss of CTCF loops (Rao et al. 2017). However, other transcription factors are also present at CTCF loop anchors, and it is unclear whether or not they play a role in loop extrusion or affect the frequency or stability of CTCF loops (Rao et al. 2014).

CTCF loops have been identified in mammals but have not been observed in other organisms. For example, Drosophila Hi-C maps do not display CTCF loops despite the existence of a conserved Drosophila homolog (Rowley et al. 2017). Instead, Drosophila contact maps in Kc167 cells contain a few hundred loops that lack CTCF, and their formation does not depend on cohesin (Rowley et al. 2019). Many nonvertebrate organisms, including Caenorhabditis elegans, lack a CTCF homolog (Heger et al. 2012). It is possible that proteins distinct from CTCF are able to form point-to-point interactions in these organisms, as is the case of Drosophila, or to stop the extrusion of SMC complexes to form loops. For example, C. elegans hermaphrodites regulate X Chromosome expression through the use of the DCC complex, which contains a condensin complex presumably able to extrude DNA (Lau and Csankovszki 2014). However, although published Hi-C contact maps reveal the presence of large self-interacting domains in the dosage-compensated X Chromosome and evidence of loop formation, current algorithms have not been successful at systematically annotating punctate signals corresponding to loops in C. elegans (Crane et al. 2015; Anderson et al. 2019). This has made it difficult to fully explore these features in nonmammalian organisms.

Here, we report a method of loop identification named Significant Interaction Peak caller (SIP) that relies on CPU-based image analysis of Hi-C contact maps to find loops. SIP detects additional functionally relevant loops in human cells and can be used to detect loops in a variety of other organisms. We also present a companion tool, SIPMeta, that creates average metaplots...
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of loops. We show that current standard metaplots contain visual biases that SIPMeta corrects. Using SIP and SIPMeta, we test whether several transcription factors, including ZNF143, YY1, RNA Polymerase II, and CTCFL, affect the strength of CTCF loops. We then perform Hi-C and Dpy-27 HiChIP in C. elegans hermaphrodites and show that the X Chromosome contains dozens of high-intensity loops configured into a complex network. These loops are associated with condensin I-DCC, suggesting the existence of extrusion-mediated non-CTCF loops. The results suggest the formation of a rosette-like structure that may be responsible for dosage compensation in this organism. Therefore, SIP and SIPMeta represent sensitive and versatile new methods for loop calling and analysis that can lead to the discovery of novel biological information from Hi-C data.

Results

SIP software

Loops present in Hi-C heat maps appear as intense saturated punctae (Rao et al. 2014). To identify these visibly evident interactions, we took advantage of image processing methods to create SIP. SIP includes options to use command line or graphical user interfaces (Fig. 1A). The SIP pipeline (Fig. 1B) reads Hi-C data in either the Juicer .hic format (Durand et al. 2016) or in a BEDPE-like format with distance-normalized signal. The genome is analyzed by sliding windows using image processing to identify potential loops, which are then filtered based on several aspects of the matrix. Images undergo a Gaussian blur, contrast enhancement, white top-hat, and a minimum-maximum filter. These steps provide a corrected image of the interactions (Fig. 1), which is used with a regional maxima detection algorithm to detect a preliminary list of candidate loops.

Candidate loops must then pass several filters that utilize the original distance-normalized signal in the Hi-C data. First, pixels near unmappable or repetitive regions are removed. Second, to remove isolated pixels representing noise, loops must display a decay such that the central pixel is the highest, followed by decreases at 1 and 2 pixels away from the center. The center must also be 1.2-fold higher than the average of nearby pixels and must pass a Poisson CDF filter such that the probability that the center is higher than other nearby pixels is greater than 0.9. Thus, SIP utilizes the local background to identify loops. While this is useful for identifying punctate signals, other programs that model enrichment over global background can be useful to create large lists of enhancer-promoter interactions (Ay et al. 2014). Finally, candidate loops are filtered based upon an empirical FDR calculated as the enrichment of loops versus random sites at equal distances.

Performance of SIP

We tested the performance of SIP on Hi-C data from GM12878 cells containing approximately 2.4 billion intra-chromosomal reads (Rao et al. 2014). As a benchmark, we compared the time and memory usage of SIP to other interaction callers designed to identify CTCF loops (Durand et al. 2016; Heinz et al. 2018; Cao et al. 2019). SIP is intended to be used without the need of large computing power; therefore, we intentionally limited SIP to one thread and memory usage to 1 GB using Java –Xmx1g for both SIP and HiCCUPS on Chromosome 1. In comparison, HOMER and cLoops used 62 and 103 GB, respectively, for Chromosome 1 (Supplemental Table S1). Even with these parameters, SIP identified loops 2×, 14×, or even 1057× faster than HiCCUPS, HOMER, and cLoops, respectively. We then tested SIP on a laptop with a 2-core processor and 4 GB of RAM, and we were able to call loops in the full data set, including all chromosomes, at 5-kb resolution in 46 min, including dumping data from the Juicer .hic file (Fig. 2A). To allow easier parameter optimization, users have the option of saving these dumped files and rerunning SIP, which took only 31 min. On a Linux machine using 23 cores, we were able to call loops in the full GM12878 data set in 12 min (Fig. 2B). A comparison of memory and time usage by SIP on different systems can be found in Supplemental Table S2.

We compared loops called by SIP to those called by other loop identification programs (Supplemental Fig. S1A) and found that SIP identified more loops than existing tools (Supplemental Fig. S1B). An exception was Fit-Hi-C, which was designed to identify enhancer-promoter interactions rather than punctate spots present in Hi-C data and associated with CTCF loops (Supplemental Fig. S1A,B; Ay et al. 2014). We compared loops called by SIP versus HiCCUPS and observed good overlap. However, 33% of HiCCUPS loops were not identified by SIP, and 67% of SIP loops were not identified by HiCCUPS (Supplemental Fig. S1C). These show punctate signal in average metaplots and are therefore likely true loops that each program missed (Supplemental Fig. S1C). However, when we included cLoops, HOMER, and Fit-Hi-C in this analysis,

Figure 1. Overview of SIP. (A) The graphical user interface provides options to specify a Juicer-derived .hic file or processed data, the output directory, and chromosome size file. It also allows adjustment of the various parameters shown. (B) SIP uses image-based detection to create a long list of candidate loops, which is further filtered based on properties of the distance-normalized matrix.
we found that both SIP and HiCUPS had more than 95% of loop calls identified in at least one other program (Supplemental Fig. S1D). In order to compare loops called by each program, we designated loops that were identified by at least two programs as pseudotrue positives, while loops that were unique to each program were designated as pseudofalse positives. SIP had a low pseudofalse positive rate and low pseudofalse negative rate in comparison to other programs (Supplemental Fig. S1E). These results indicate that, while current loop callers are unable to identify 100% of loops, SIP has an improved detection rate.

To further benchmark SIP, we evaluated three different aspects of the program—the ability to accurately capture loops with sparse data sets, the reproducibility of loop calls, and the resistance to noise. To test the ability to identify loops in data sets with fewer sequenced reads, we subsampled a data set with 2.4 billion intra-chromosomal paired reads and created contact maps with 1 billion, 500 million, 250 million, and 100 million reads. Regardless of the method, lower sequencing depth correlates with a decreased ability to identify loops at 5-kb resolution (Fig. 2C). However, SIP consistently identified a higher percentage of loops from the full data set than HiCUPS (Fig. 2C). We also tested whether lower read counts resulted in identification of loops in the subsampled data set that were not identified in the full data set, i.e., likely false positives. We found that each method identified a low number of potential false positives with no correlation to sequencing depth (Fig. 2D). As a secondary test, we called loops with each method in the 1 billion-read data set but varied FDR parameters. For each FDR parameter tested, the false positive rate was calculated by the number of loops called in the subsampled data that were not called in the full data set. As expected, both methods displayed increased false positives with decreased FDR stringency. However, at similar false positive rates in the subsampled data, SIP was able to identify approximately twice the number of loops as HiCUPS (Fig. 2E). Overall, we find that SIP is able to recover a high percentage of loops without increasing the false positive rate using Hi-C data sets with a low number of sequenced reads.

In order to determine the reproducibility of loop calls with different data sets, we called loops in Hi-C maps from eight distinct cell lines (Rao et al. 2014). Each of the eight data sets has different depths of sequencing, and, in general, the number of loops identified approximately matches the number obtained from down-sampled GM12878 data sets (Supplemental Fig. S1F). In comparison to HiCUPS, SIP identified a larger number of loops in each data set that were also present in GM12878 cells (Fig. 2F; Supplemental Fig. S1G). Loops specific to each data set display a different percentage of loops called using the full data set recovered by SIP (green) or HiCUPS (blue) in data down-sampled to 1 billion reads in independent iterations to create 10 different .hic maps. We then examined how many of the loops in each iteration were the same between data sets. Both SIP and HiCUPS were able to reproducibly identify loops obtaining on average 91% (SIP) or 86% (HiCUPS) of loops in each subsampled iteration that were consistent between data sets (Fig. 2G).

Next, we evaluated the ability of each method to identify loops in noisy data sets. We created Hi-C maps where noise was simulated by distributing random additional signal within the map (see Methods). We noticed that in maps with 50% additional noise signal, HiCUPS called a large number of false positives at extreme distances crossing over the entire chromosome (Supplemental Fig. S2A, blue). These can be easily filtered using a distance cutoff. Thus, to more fairly benchmark SIP and HiCUPS, we only examined loops <10 Mb in size. This noise model decreased the original loop signal versus background (Supplemental Fig. S2B), but both methods recovered a comparable fraction of the original loop calls despite the additional noise (Supplemental Fig. S2C,D). However, increased noise caused an increase in the false positive rate by HiCUPS, while SIP remained consistently low (Supplemental Fig. S2C,E). While this noise model is purely artificial and may not recapitulate the true noise in a sample, these results indicate that SIP is at least partially resistant to these variations, while HiCUPS is not.

Lastly, we examined the effects of bin size on loop calling by identifying loops at 5, 10, and 25 kb. We found that SIP and HiCUPS had similar overlaps between these calls, but each program had loops uniquely identified at each resolution (Supplemental Fig. S2F). Therefore, as in the original HiCUPS caller, it may be
advantageous to call loops at multiple resolutions (Rao et al. 2014). Overall, these results suggest that SIP is memory- and time-efficient, identifies loops that are semiresistant to sequencing depth, has high reproducibility, and has high resistance to noise.

SIP and SIPMeta allow identification and visualization of loops in various organisms

One problem with loop identification in Hi-C data sets has been that the training on one data set impacts loop calling on other data sets. This is the reason loop identification in Drosophila was done using separate custom scripts or by hand (Cubeñas-Potts et al. 2017; Eagen et al. 2017). We used SIP on Hi-C maps of Drosophila Kc167 cells and identified 143 high-intensity loops at 1-kb resolution (Fig. 3A). Visual inspection of these loops shows that they correspond to punctate signal (Fig. 3A). In comparison, other loop calling methods have a tendency to also call interactions near sparse signal that likely corresponds to repetitive regions (Supplemental Fig. S3A; see also Supplemental Fig. S2C). We then tested if anchors of loops identified by SIP were enriched in proteins previously found to be important for looping in Drosophila (Eagen et al. 2017; Ogiyama et al. 2018; Gutierrez-Perez et al. 2019). Indeed, Polycomb (Pc) and pipsqueak (Psq) are enriched on SIP loop anchors (Supplemental Fig. S3B).

A common approach to evaluating loops is through a meta-plot analysis that averages the Hi-C signal at loops compared to the surrounding region (Rao et al. 2014; Rowley et al. 2019). Standard metaplots of Drosophila loops display central signal enrichment but with a crosshair-like pattern (Fig. 3B, left). This could be interpreted as evidence of extrusion, similar to enriched stripes but with a crosshair-like pattern (Fig. 3B, left). This could be potentially misinterpreted. To more accurately depict Hi-C signal versus distance from loops and thereby alleviate this common visualization issue, we created SIPMeta, which generates both the standard square metaplots, as well as “bullseye” plots where pixels in each ring represent the same Manhattan distance away from the loop (Fig. 3B, right). The bullseye visualization of Drosophila loops eliminates the crosshair pattern, demonstrating the potential usefulness and impact of SIPMeta on data interpretation. For comparison, we examined a “true” stripe found in human GM12878 cells (Fig. 3C, left) and found that the SIPMeta bullseye plot is able to display this stripe (Fig. 3C, right). Therefore, SIPMeta can distinguish extrusion-mediated stripes from crosshair patterns, which are due to Euclidean distance effects relative to the loop.

We then examined the ability of SIP to identify loops in an organism where they have not previously been characterized. We examined published Hi-C maps in the mosquito Aedes aegypti (Matthews et al. 2018) and detected visually apparent loops (Supplemental Fig. S3C). Using SIP, we identified 231 high-intensity loops that display central enrichment (Supplemental Fig. S3D). In this case, cLoops was also able to identify these peaks while other programs were not (Supplemental Fig. S3E). To test whether these loops correlate with the presence of CTCF at anchor sites, as is the case in mammals, or if they are similar to those found in Drosophila cells, we examined the enrichment of CTCF motifs at loop anchors. Unlike human cells, which display a large enrichment of CTCF motifs at loop anchors, we found that A. aegypti loop anchors are not enriched in CTCF motifs (Fig. 3D). Therefore, it is likely that A. aegypti loops are like those found in D. melanogaster and contain proteins other than CTCF at their anchors.

Characterization of SIP loops in human cells

Having found that SIP identifies visually observable loops in D. melanogaster and A. aegypti, we next evaluated SIP loop calls in GM12878 human cells. SIP identified 13,692 loops in the 5 billion Hi-C contacts data set obtained in GM12878 cells at 5-kb resolution. This is nearly twice (1.93-fold) the 7101 loops identified by HiCCUPS using default parameters. We found a strong preference for loop anchors containing CTCF peaks.
using this method, we found that loops between convergent CTCF sites form the strongest domains and tandem loops contain slightly weaker intra-domain interaction frequencies (Fig. 4C). Loops without identified CTCF peaks do not display an underlying domain (Fig. 4C). We tested whether the absence of an interaction domain is due to loop strength by examining convergent CTCF loops that display weak loop signal. Weak convergent loops do not display domain signal either, indicating that domain formation correlates with loop strength (Conv. Low, Fig. 4C).

SIP detects 1935 loops whose anchors seem to lack CTCF bound to its motif. This could be a result of the stringency of CTCF peak calling in ChIP-seq data. For example, an unassigned loop has a strong CTCF site on one anchor but has weak CTCF signal on the other (Fig. 4). Indeed, 1572 (81%) of these unassigned loops have an identifiable CTCF ChIP-seq peak on one anchor. Therefore, these loops are either interactions between CTCF and some other protein or loops where the second anchor shows weak CTCF ChIP-seq signal insufficient to call a peak but sufficient to form a loop. We examined CTCF ChIA-PET data (Tang et al. 2015) using SIPMeta and found enrichment of signal on convergent and tandem loops (Fig. 4E). Although unassigned loops display weaker CTCF ChIA-PET signal than even weak convergent loops, we still detect enrichment signal in the center compared to the surrounding region (Fig. 4E). Therefore, we believe that unassigned loops are CTCF loops where one anchor has low levels of CTCF. Thus, SIP and HiCCUPS identify similar types of features, although SIP is able to identify additional CTCF loops.

Next, we examined loops in published Hi-C data in HCT116 cells before and after cohesin depletion (Rao et al. 2017). Using SIPMeta, we examined changes in loops after RAD21 depletion and reintroduction of this protein (Fig. 4F). Loops in each context are lost after RAD21 depletion, confirming that loops in mammals generally depend on the presence of cohesin (Fig. 4E; Rao et al. 2017). We noticed that CTCF loops in tandem orientation or without an assignable CTCF peak are not able to recover as efficiently as convergent CTCF loops (Fig. 4E). Measuring APA scores after 180 min of cohesin recovery, convergent loops return to their original enrichment value almost fully (93% of APA score), whereas tandem and unassigned loops recover to only 52% and 20% of their original APA scores, respectively (Fig. 4G). This slow recovery is not due to weaker loop signal in the control, since weak convergent loops recover better than tandem and unassigned loops (Conv. Low, Fig. 4G).

CTCF is thought to block extrusion in an orientation-specific manner, so we reasoned that the strength of the motif may

assignable to a convergent orientation (10,663, 78%) (Fig. 4A). Compared to other programs, SIP and HiCCUPS detect the highest percentage of loops with convergent CTCF, which is indicative of their ability to identify these features (Supplemental Fig. S4A). Additionally, we examined CTCF ChIA-PET data (Tang et al. 2015) and found that SIP and HiCCUPS loops had the highest enrichment signal (Supplemental Fig. S4B). Of the loops identified by SIP, 1038 and 56 were assigned to tandem and divergent orientations, respectively, whereas 1935 (14%) did not coincide with detected CTCF peaks in any particular orientation (Fig. 4A). Analysis of metaplots of loops in all categories indicates that convergent loops are strongest, followed by tandem and then unassigned loops (Fig. 4B). We then tested the ability of each loop category to form domains by taking the Z-score values of each ring in the bullseye plot and calculating an aggregate domain analysis (ADA) score from the number of high Z-scores in the bottom right corner compared to the surrounding regions. This Z-score transformation and ADA calculation is included as an option in SIPMeta.
determine the strength of the loop. We examined CTCF motif strength versus loop strength and found that they are correlated (Fig. 4H). We also found that convergent loops display stronger CTCF motifs than tandem loops (Fig. 4I). To examine whether motif strength affects loop recovery after cohesin depletion and repletion, we examined convergent loops in the top and bottom 10% of motif strength. We found that convergent loops with weak motifs did not recover as quickly as convergent loops with strong motifs (Fig. 4J). Indeed, convergent loops with weak motifs recovered as slowly as tandem loops. These data fit with a model where strong convergent motifs efficiently dictate the orientation of the CTCF protein, resulting in more robust blockage of extrusion and quick recovery. Based on the results, weak convergent, tandem, or unassignable motifs are less efficient at dictating the orientation of the CTCF protein on chromatin, resulting in less blockage of extrusion and slower recovery. Therefore, we suggest that loops that appear to overlap tandem or no motifs could still be occupied by convergently oriented CTCF proteins.

Other transcription factors affect the strength of CTCF loops

Although CTCF has a major role in the establishment of loops in mammalian cells, other transcription factors present at loop anchors may affect the frequency of point-to-point interactions causing the formation of these loops. Using SIPMeta, we investigated several transcription factors whose binding sites have been previously shown to be present at CTCF loop anchors, including ZNF143, YY1, CTCFL, and RNA Polymerase II (RNAPII) (Rao et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2015). First, we examined loops with high levels of CTCF on both anchors and divided them into those with high or low levels of ZNF143. We find that when CTCF is high, loops with high ZNF143 are stronger than loops with low ZNF143 signal (Fig. 5A, top row). Loops with weak CTCF signal are also stronger when ZNF143 signal is high (Fig. 5A, bottom row), indicating that the presence of ZNF143 can enhance looping frequency. In contrast, we found no difference in loop signal between those containing high or low YY1 (Fig. 5B). However, we do detect small signal differences on CTCF loops with high or low RNAPII (Fig. 5C).

CTCFL binds to the same motif as CTCF (Pugacheva et al. 2015). While GM12878 cells do not express CTCFL, many CTCF motifs in K562 cells display peaks of both CTCFL and CTCF. ChIP Re-ChIP experiments indicate that these sites are often bound by the two proteins at the same time (Pugacheva et al. 2015). We thus hypothesized that the presence of both proteins could affect looping. To test this, we examined published CTCFL ChIP-seq data in K562 cells (Pugacheva et al. 2015) and compared its presence at loop anchors to that of CTCF. While loop anchors preferentially contain strong CTCF peaks, there is equal presence of weak and strong CTCFL peaks at loop anchors (Fig. 5D). We could not identify enough loops with low CTCF and high CTCFL unambiguously (n = 2), but for loops with high CTCF we found no difference in signal when CTCFL was high or low (Fig. 5E). We should note that other programs were unable to categorize loops in this manner (Supplemental Fig. S5), thus highlighting the differences between loop callers. These results suggest that, despite a similar DNA binding domain, CTCFL is unable to form loops. Additionally, our results indicate that CTCFL does not interfere with looping when present at the same location as CTCF.

The dosage-compensated X Chromosomes of *C. elegans* are organized in a network of loops

Results described above suggest that non-CTCF proteins can alter CTCF loop strength in mammals, and that non-CTCF loops can be observed in Hi-C data from organisms such as *A. aegypti* and *D. melanogaster* and *C. elegans*. These observations prompted us to investigate whether SIP is able to detect loops in Hi-C data from organisms where few loops have been previously detected. Previous Hi-C experiments in *C. elegans* embryos identified interaction domains in the X Chromosomes of hermaphrodites (Crane et al. 2015). These X Chromosomes are bound by a condensin I-containing dosage compensation complex (DCC) that remodels X chromosome topology and down-regulates expression of genes chromosome-wide. This finding represents a significant advance in the understanding of the role of 3D chromatin architecture in the organization of dosage-compensated chromosomes. Borders separating these domains on the X Chromosome correspond to binding sites of the specialized condensin I-DCC (Crane et al. 2015; Anderson et al. 2019). However, it was difficult to determine whether these domains were formed by self-interactions, as is the case in *Drosophila*, or by point-to-point interactions between DCC sites to form loops by loop extrusion similar to those formed by CTCF and cohesin in mammals. To address this question, we performed Hi-C in *C. elegans* hermaphrodite embryos and used SIP to detect punctate signals (Supplemental Table S3). Recent experiments performed Hi-C in the same *C. elegans* hermaphrodite embryos by Anderson et al. 2019, and thus we combined Hi-C contacts reported by Anderson et al. with ours to obtain over 535 million usable Hi-C contacts.
We then used SIP with this combined data set at 5-kb resolution and we were able to identify 41 loops (Fig. 6A). ChiP-seq for the DPY-27 subunit of condensin I-DCC shows the presence of this protein at loop anchors, suggesting its involvement in the establishment of loops in C. elegans (Fig. 6A, top track). SIP called zero loops in the Hi-C data for the DCC mutant (Fig. 6B; Anderson et al. 2019), indicating that the establishment of the 41 loops depends on the presence of DCC. To confirm that these loops are associated with condensin I-DCC, we performed HiChIP using a DPY-27 antibody (Fig. 6C). We detect enrichment of DPY-27 HiChIP signal on SIP loops identified by Hi-C, indicating that condensin I-DCC may play a role in the formation of loops in the X Chromosome of C. elegans hermaphrodites (Fig. 6D). In comparison to other loop callers, SIP loops have higher overlap with DPY-27 HiChIP (Supplemental Fig. S6A,B). Anderson et al. found that deletion of eight rex sites at borders of domains results in the loss of these domains with no change to gene expression (Anderson et al. 2019). These deletions overlap with some of the loop anchors we detect (Fig. 6E). We examined average loop signal at sites where one anchor overlaps a deletion and found loss of these loops (Fig. 6F; top). However, our HiChIP data indicates that there are many DCC-mediated loop anchors that do not overlap these deletions (Fig. 6E). We examined loops where neither anchor overlaps a deleted site and found that these loops are still present and become stronger (cf. Fig. 6F, bottom and Fig. 6D). All of these loops are dependent on DCC (Fig. 6F, right). These additional DCC-dependent loops could explain the observation that disruption of DCC results in X Chromosome decondensation and increased gene expression, while deletion of eight rex sites does not (Anderson et al. 2019). A similar model has been proposed by Anderson et al. (2019).

The presence of condensin I-DCC suggests that loops may be formed via extrusion in C. elegans. We examined motifs at loop anchors and found the MEX motif, which is enriched at DPY-27 peaks (Jans et al. 2009) and is at rex sites previously reported to be present at borders of domains (Crane et al. 2015; Anderson et al. 2019). We then tested whether loops occur between convergent MEX motifs, as is the case for CTCF loops in mammals, yet we found no bias in motif orientation (Supplemental Fig. S6C), consistent with what was reported for domain borders (Anderson et al. 2019).

**Figure 6.** A network of condensin I-DCC loops in C. elegans. (A) Hi-C contact map showing domains and loops on the X Chromosome of C. elegans hermaphrodites. Black squares with arrows depict loops called by SIP. Top track displays the DPY-27 ChiP-seq signal across the region. (B) Hi-C in the DCC mutant sdc-2(y93, RNAi) from Anderson et al. (2019) showing lack of loops on the X Chromosome. (C) DPY-27 HiChIP contact map depicting the enrichment of loops. Top track displays the DPY-27 ChiP-seq signal across the region. (D) SIPMeta bullseye plot of C. elegans SIP loops on the X Chromosome displaying the average wild-type Hi-C (top left), or DCC mutant Hi-C (top right), or DPY-27 HiChIP (bottom) signal. (E) X Chromosome-wide view of DPY-27 HiChIP signal. Bottom track displays the DPY-27 ChiP-seq signal across the region. Xs indicate sites deleted in Anderson et al. (2019). (F) SIPMeta bullseye plots of Hi-C data after eight rex site deletions (left) or after mutation of the DCC (right). SIP loops that overlap with deleted rex sites (top) or do not overlap with deleted rex sites (bottom). (G) Scaled metaplots of interactions between every DPY-27 loop anchor with its closest four others shown by Hi-C (top right) and by DPY-27 HiChIP (bottom left). The top and side tracks depict the median DPY-27 ChiP-seq signal. Blue circle indicates the point chosen as the center of bullseye plots shown later. (H) SIPMeta bullseye plots for DPY-27 HiChIP (top) and Hi-C (bottom) centered on the interaction between a2-a4. (I) DPY-27 HiChIP contact map depicting a network of two-way interactions between three anchors found to participate in three-way interactions. Bottom track shows DPY-27 ChiP-seq signal. 3D scatterplot of three-way interactions for the chromosome coordinates shown. (J) Number of three-way interactions discovered by Hi-C connecting DPY-27 loop anchors or the average of permutations using an equal number of random regions on the X Chromosome. (*) P < 0.05 Monte Carlo permutation test. (K) Profile of three-way interactions across all possible three-way DPY-27 loop anchor connections.
et al. 2019). Thus, loop anchors in *C. elegans* likely represent bidirectional blocks to extrusion. In support of this notion, loop anchors generally form interactions both upstream of and downstream from the anchor (Fig. 6C,E). We detect no loops with visually apparent extrusion stripes in the Hi-C data (Fig. 6A). Stripes in mammalian Hi-C maps indicate unidirectional extrusion starting near one anchor (Vian et al. 2018). We ran molecular dynamics polymer simulations of unidirectional extrusion starting near loop anchors and detected strong stripes at loop anchors, which is consistent with an asymmetric extrusion model reported for CTCF loops in mammals (Supplemental Fig. 56D, bottom left; Vian et al. 2018). We then ran polymer simulations of bidirectional extrusion starting randomly and detected less stripping and more filled-in domains (Supplemental Fig. 56D, top right). This pattern is more consistent with the absence of stripes at loops associated with the condensin I-DCC in *C. elegans* (Fig. 6A) and therefore suggests that loading is either random or takes place at many sites rather than just the high affinity *rex* sites.

A chromosome-wide view of DPY-27 HiChIP shows a network of loops spanning the X Chromosome (Fig. 6E). This loop network can also be seen in scaled metaplots of distance-normalized Hi-C data corresponding to DPY-27 peaks (Fig. 6G). The formation of a rosette structure by the compensated X Chromosome is supported by viewing this network as a bullseye plot (Fig. 6H). Since Hi-C and HiChIP are performed on a population of cells, the apparent network of DPY-27 loops could either represent multiway interactions occurring in the same cell or individual two-way interactions occurring in different cells. If all the loops are present simultaneously in all cells, the results would suggest that these nested loops can occur between five anchors or more (Fig. 6E,G). To distinguish between these two possibilities, we examined Hi-C reads containing multiple interacting fragments. Because the Hi-C protocol involves digestion with DpnII followed by ligation and sonication of fragments for library preparation, sequenced reads can contain several ligation events. Therefore, we examined paired-end reads in which we could determine ligations between three different genomic regions (see Methods). For example, DPY-27 loop anchors at chromosomal coordinates 12.35 Mb, 13.70 Mb, and 14.52 Mb were ligated together, indicating that these loops occur within the same cell (Fig. 6I). Analysis of multiway Hi-C Interactions shows enrichment of contacts among multiple DPY-27 loop anchors (Fig. 6J). Three-way interactions between DPY-27 loop anchors are 2.4-fold higher (*P* < 0.05) than permutations on sets of random loci at similar distances on the X Chromosome. To improve the ability to detect condensin I-DCC-mediated three-way ligations, we examined DPY-27 HiChIP data obtained from 250-bp paired-end sequencing (Supplemental Table S4). We then examined three-way ligations in DPY-27 HiChIP data and found enrichment of multiway DPY-27 anchor interactions compared to Hi-C and compared to random regions (Supplemental Fig. S6E). Additionally, in a metaplot of all possible three-way interactions between DPY-27 loop anchors and the surrounding regions, we found enrichment at DPY-27 loop anchors (Fig. 6K). Altogether, our observations suggest that loops identified by SIP in *C. elegans* may represent nested interconnected DCC interactions mediated by condensin I-DCC, implying that the dosage-compensated X Chromosome of hermaphrodites is organized in a rosette-like structure.

**Discussion**

Hi-C data sets containing billions of contacts have allowed the identification of thousands of loops representing point-to-point interactions between CTCF sites in mammals (Rao et al. 2014). However, there are very few methods capable of identifying these loops, and sometimes it has been more feasible to annotate loops by eye (Eagen et al. 2017). SIP utilizes image processing and the local background to identify loops. Here, we demonstrate the utility of SIP as a loop caller in identifying additional CTCF loops in mammals, non-CTCF loops in *D. melanogaster* and *A. aegypti*, and condensin I-DCC loops in *C. elegans*. The high accuracy of SIP in loop identification allows the detection of nearly double the CTCF loops from the same data set as well as detection of loops in nonmammalian species. With the companion tool SIPMeta, SIP can facilitate discovery of novel aspects of 3D chromatin architecture. We intend SIP to be easily usable by anyone performing analysis of Hi-C data on a variety of platforms and have given users the ability to alter most parameters to facilitate custom loop calling.

While CTCF has been the major focus of studies of loop formation, other chromatin-bound factors may also affect this process. For example, non-CTCF loops are evident in *D. melanogaster*, and we are also able to detect loops in *A. aegypti* in this study using SIP. Although we cannot determine the nature of the proteins forming loops in *A. aegypti*, these loops appear similar to Pc/Psq loops in *D. melanogaster*, and similar proteins are likely involved in their establishment. In mammals, CTCF loop strength may also be affected by other proteins, since cohesin sliding has been shown to be delayed by other DNA-bound complexes in vitro, including quantum dot labeled catalytically inactive EcoRI and dCas9 (Davidson et al. 2016; Stigler et al. 2016). Thus, DNA-bound proteins at specific sites in the genome may affect the loop extrusion process and thereby affect loop strength. The involvement of ZNF143 in the establishment of CTCF loops (Wen et al. 2018; Jung et al. 2019) is supported by the increased strength of loops detected by SIP when CTCF and ZNF143 are both present at interacting anchors. The inability of CTCFL to form loops has been confirmed by a recent study that indicates that CTCFL cannot stop cohesin extrusion (Pugacheva et al. 2020).

Using SIP, we find that condensin I-DCC in *C. elegans* forms dozens of loops along the dosage-compensated X Chromosome of hermaphrodites. Previous studies of the structure of metaphase chromosomes in chicken cells found that condensin II creates the axial scaffold, while condensin I creates clusters of nested loops (Gibcus et al. 2018). We speculate that, during dosage compensation in *C. elegans*, condensin I-DCC may perform a similar function along the X Chromosome, creating a rosette-like structure and thereby compacting the chromosome sufficiently to decrease transcription by twofold. This hypothesis agrees with microscopy data showing that the X Chromosome of hermaphrodites occupies a smaller nuclear volume than autosomes and that mutations in DCC result in decreased compaction (Lau et al. 2014). However, deletion of eight of the *rex* sites that are important for the establishment of contact domains observed in Hi-C data reportedly has no effect on chromosome compaction or gene expression (Anderson et al. 2019). While we find that there are more than eight loop anchors, and thus not all loops were lost when removing eight of them, it is curious that removal of a portion of loops did not affect gene expression. It has been suggested that loss of each anchor results in continued extrusion until the next anchor (Anderson et al. 2019). This would keep the overall network or rosette-like structure intact but containing larger loops.

CTCF loop anchors in mammals often coincide with a stripe of intense interaction signal in Hi-C maps (Vian et al. 2018). This
observation prompted the suggestion of a “loop gun” model of extrusion, where cohesin is loaded near loop anchors and proceeds asymmetrically until reaching the other anchor. Our study provides in vivo evidence of condensin I-mediated extrusion in animals. Unlike the formation of CTCF loops in mammals, our analysis suggests an alternate method of extrusion-mediated looping in C. elegans. Our results indicate that SMC proteins are loaded randomly on the X Chromosome of C. elegans hermaphrodites and extrude until reaching stopping points from either direction, in a fashion similar to what was suggested by Anderson et al. (2019). This may occur via a single condensin complex undergoing bidirectional extrusion or by unidirectional extrusion of multiple condensin complexes, recreating a bidirectional effect. While condensin complexes from yeast display unidirectional extrusion and compaction in vitro (Ganji et al. 2018; Kong et al. 2019), recent work indicates mammalian condensins perform bidirectional extrusion (Kong et al. 2019). Studies performed in vitro suggest that condensin complexes can pass over each other during extrusion and thereby form a z-loop structure (Kim et al. 2020). Therefore, if condensin I-DCC moves unidirectionally, the interaction-enriched interior of the domain may form by randomly placed z-loops in the population of cells. In either case, looping both upstream of and downstream from each anchor indicates that extrusion is blocked from both sides. In a simplified three-anchor example where each anchor is a bidirectional block, extrusion on both sides of the middle anchor would naturally cause all three anchors to come into close proximity (Fig. 7A). This indicates that these bidirectional blocks could create the network of interactions observed by Hi-C and HiChIP to form the axis of a rosette-like structure (Fig. 7B).

SIP and SImpMeta greatly facilitate the analysis of Hi-C data and the detection of point-to-point interactions. Loops formed by these interactions represent an important aspect of the three-dimensional organization of the mammalian genome. Our evaluation indicates that sequencing depth is an important factor in loop calling; thus, methods that increase signal by data imputation may become valuable tools (Zhang et al. 2018). As sequencing costs decrease and high resolution Hi-C data sets become standard, memory- and time-inefficient methods will perform worse as the matrix processing becomes more complex. However, using images instead of matrices along with image processing should limit the increased memory costs associated with deeper sequencing. The ability to call loops and quantitatively measure their strength using SIP will facilitate the discovery of the biological significance of 3D nuclear architecture.

**Methods**

The SIP program and the loop calling process

SIP retrieves raw Hi-C signal stored in Juicer.hic files using Juicer Tools (Durand et al. 2016) at the resolution and with the normalization scheme chosen by the user. The genome is analyzed by sliding windows, the size of which depends on the resolution and matrix size specified by the user. For example, we used 5-kb resolution data with KR normalization and a matrix size of 2000 for all experiments involving GM12878 or HCT116 cells. This creates 10-Mb snapshots sliding over 5 Mb each step. Observed-expected (o-e) values are used to create images. Later, in postfiltering, retrieved data is distance-normalized by the formula

\[ \text{normalized} = \frac{1}{\text{average} + 1 + (\text{value} - \text{expected})/\text{expected} + 1} \]

which is used to compute the central loop value. SIP then uses image processing methods to create a list of candidate loops that will be filtered later. Because even with o-e normalized values the diagonal represents extremes in the data, outliers within 2 bins along the diagonal are removed if the value is higher than the average +1 std dev of the image signal. The first image processing step utilizes Gaussian blurring to smooth the Hi-C signal in order to avoid detection of outlier pixel signals. Afterward, contrast enhancement is used to increase the contrast between the background and the signal of interest (Schneider et al. 2012). White top-hat, a mathematical morphology method from the Morpholibj plugin, is used to homogenize the background and make bright structures easier to detect (Legland et al. 2016). Because loops appear as bright punctate signal in images, we use this top-hat method to transform the grayscale intensity values of each Hi-C image, causing the bright structures to have increased contrast from the background. The last step uses a minimum and maximum filter (Schneider et al. 2012) combination to remove isolated pixels and further homogenize the background. These steps provide a corrected image of the interactions (Fig. 1). This corrected image is then used with the regional maxima detection algorithm available from ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012) to detect a long list of candidate loops.

Candidate loops must then pass several filters that utilize the distance-normalized signal from the original matrix before image processing (Fig. 1). The first step is to exclude pixels near columns and rows with insufficient data; the default is to filter any with ≥6 pixels with zero values in the surrounding 24-pixel neighborhood. The second filter is to remove pixels without increased interactions compared to the surrounding 8-pixel neighborhood and the 24-pixel neighborhood. To remove isolated enriched pixels, loops must display decay between the central pixel and the surrounding neighborhood pixels. Candidate loops are then filtered so that the center pixel’s KR value ≥0.3 and >2-fold higher than nearby pixels (PA score). Loops are then filtered such that the probability that the Poisson CDF function of the center pixel being higher than the nearby pixels is greater than 0.9. Finally, candidate loops are filtered if their PA score is lower than the PA scores of a top percentage of random sites. This percentage is specified by the user.

Parameters for SIP loop calling in D. melanogaster used a threshold of 6000, with -nbZero 10, matrix size 500, resolution 1 kb, -d 20, -fdr 0.05, and -isDrosophila true. Analysis of A. aegypti Hi-C data was performed using parameters -g 1.5, -mat 2000, -d 5 -res 5 kb, -t 5000, -nbZero 4,
-fdr 0.05, and --Dsrotrue. Human Hi-C maps were originally published with genome build hg19, and we ensured that all data used was mapped to the same genome build. Remapping everything to GRCh38 will not alter these results. CTCF motif enrichment was calculated in 5-kb windows using the formula

$$\log_2 \left( \frac{\text{Observed Overlap}}{\text{Expected Overlap}} \right) \left( \frac{\text{Expected Nonoverlap}}{\text{Observed Nonoverlap}} \right)$$

Expected values were derived using random loci.

Choosing parameters

SIP was designed for quick and memory-efficient loop calling so that loops can be visually inspected for parameter optimization. While we have listed the specific parameters that we used for each map, we recommend users to optimize loop calls using their own criteria. We recommend calling loops at 5 kb, but if sequencing depth is limited, it may be advantageous to call loops at 5 kb, 10 kb, and 25 kb. We suggest using KR normalization (Rao et al. 2014), but depending on sequencing depth, this normalization scheme may not be available for all chromosomes. In this case, other normalization schemes included in the Juicer tool set, such as VC_SQRT (Durand et al. 2016), are acceptable alternatives. Users may also wish to alter the -d option, which removes signal near the diagonal, depending on the diagonal signal specific to the Hi-C map or especially if using resolutions other than 5 kb. For example, the default -d 6 will remove interactions at <30 kb at 5-kb resolution, but 60 kb at 10-kb resolution.

The parameters we recommend altering when optimizing loop calls are the -g and -fdr options. Raising -g will increase the blur for the initial loop calls, thereby filtering out more isolated speckles that are potentially not true loops. However, this can also blur actual looping signal. Because loops appear more punctate at 10 kb and 25 kb, we suggest decreasing -g to reduce the blur and thereby identify more speckled signal. Altering -fdr will change how many loops pass the second filter. As SIP is processing, it outputs the number of loops identified before fdr filtering so that users can determine how many spots identified by the first pass are filtered by the second pass. This can serve as a gauge for altering the fdr parameter. The final parameter we recommend changing is --nbZero which filters pixels near areas with low coverage. If loops are erroneously identified near repetitive regions, we suggest increasing --nbZero. We recommend optimizing the SIP parameters by visual inspection of a single chromosome first, and then using those parameters for all the chromosomes.

Performance testing

Comparison of loops between data sets containing various numbers of Hi-C contacts was performed by random picking intra-chromosomal reads. Bootstrapping was performed by downsampling the full data set to 1 billion intra-chromosomal reads 10 different times. Noise was simulated to follow the same distance decay as the Hi-C data. Additional details can be found in the Supplemental Methods. Recovery rates were calculated by the number of loops obtained in the down-sampled or noise-added data sets that were within two pixels of the loops identified in the full data set. False positive rates were calculated under the assumption that loops called in the down-sampled or noise-added data sets that do not overlap with loops in the full data set are false.

SIPMeta

SIPMeta is implemented in Java and includes a choice between command line options or a graphical user interface (GUI). SIPMeta first reads a loop file from which the bin size (resolution) is inferred. If the images are not present in the input directory, SIPMeta makes images from the SIP-derived BEDPE file corresponding to distance-normalized signals. Alternatively, users can specify a .hic file from which values are retrieved. Then, SIPMeta examines all signal within a specified distance surrounding the loop, computes an APA score as previously described (Rao et al. 2014), and outputs a matrix of averaged values. This matrix can be run through bullseye.py to obtain both square and bullseye plots.

The bullseye transformation of a heat map is a visualization technique intended to more accurately represent the secondary interactions around a strong loop in the genome. The plot is a simple transformation of the rectangular heat map such that each bin’s Euclidean distance to the center now directly corresponds to its Manhattan distance in the original map. Each ring in the bullseye plot has segments corresponding to the 4 x N bins with a Manhattan distance of N from the central bin. Each bin in a ring takes up exactly the same angular area and they are evenly distributed around the circle. Although this represents some distortion from their actual angles in the original plot, this creates the same visual area for each bin. Z-score transformation is done for each ring separately and the ADA score is obtained by percentage of Z-scores > 1 in the bottom right quarter versus the total plot.

Contribution of transcription factors to loop strength

Overlaps between transcription factors and loop anchor sites were assigned if ChIP-seq peaks were within 2 pixels of the loop anchors. Loops categorized as overlapping high ChIP-seq peaks were those where both anchors overlap peaks in the top quartile of ChIP-seq signal. Loops where anchors do not overlap peaks in either of the top two quartiles were categorized as low. Loops were also separated into equal categories based on motif scores overlapping the two anchors. Because the purpose of the test is to approximate the role of the motif in loop strength, the lower of the two motif values corresponding to the two anchors was assigned as the motif score.

Hi-C and HiChIP in C. elegans

Hi-C and HiChIP libraries were prepared as previously described (Crane et al. 2015; Rowley et al. 2019); details can be found in the Supplemental Methods. Two biological replicates were obtained for Hi-C and HiChIP experiments and processed using Juicer (Durand et al. 2016) with the ce10 genome. Mapping statistics can be found in Supplemental Tables S1 and S2.

Loops in C. elegans Hi-C were identified using SIP with parameters: -g 1.5, -d 5, -fdr 0.05, -res 5000 -mat 500. Because DPY-27 HiChIP data showed enrichment across the X Chromosome, we identified potential anchors by peaks in the coverage normalization vector. Network metaplots were done by taking every anchor with the closest five others and scaling the region in between each anchor as well as the same distance upstream of and downstream from the first and last anchors. Median Hi-C or HiChIP signal was profiled within these regions. Bullseye plots were generated from this scaled matrix centered on the a2-a4 matrix coordinate. Polymer simulations were performed as described (Vian et al. 2018).

Three-way interactions were obtained by scanning Hi-C or HiChIP FASTQ files for the ligation sequence GATCGATC and mapping each side to the ce10 genome using Bowtie 2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012). Paired-end reads with at least three different sections mapping to different genomic locations at least 50 kb apart were used in downstream analysis. Overlaps were done with all possible three-way combinations of DPY-27 loop anchors in 10-kb bins or with the same number of random 10-kb bins.
following the same distance distribution. P-values were derived from Monte Carlo permutations.
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